Accu-Cut Advantages
Welded Frame Design
All Accu-Cut frames are constructed
with laser cut precision and are
welded to guarantee a square
finished product.
(CAUTION: A bolt-together frame
assembly may result in an off square
machine that will telescope rolls if the
fasteners become loose from operation!)

“The best investment this
company has ever made.”
Floor Factors
Portland, Oregon

Foot and Inch Counter & Large, Aluminum Measuring Wheel
“The relationship with AccuCut does not end with the
purchase of the machine. A
quick phone call to their
service department always
produces answers and
resolutions to any problems
we may be experiencing.”
Carpet Mill Outlet
Jonesboro, Georgia

Accu-Cut machines come standard with
a programmable foot and inch counter –
no decimal conversion is required. The
Accu-Cut measuring wheel, constructed
to our strict specifications, is a large
diameter, knurled aluminum wheel. The
tremendous surface area provides
excellent contact with the material
ensuring the most accurate
measurement possible.
(CAUTION: A smaller diameter measuring
wheel will not measure as accurately as
our large, aluminum wheel!)

High Capacity Load Cradle
Our large, open-ended cradles are
constructed of heavy gauge steel rollers and
supported by high quality, reinforced steel
shafts. This superior design gives you a
load cradle that will automatically center the
roll of flooring and drastically reduce any
chance of the material walking or
telescoping. Beltless cradles allow for
simple loading and eliminate any risk of
damaging a belt while loading material.
(CAUTION: Narrow load cradles do not provide
enough contact surface to adequately control
the roll of flooring. Loss of control results in a
roll that telescopes, bags and walks during use!)

“I wish
everything in
business could
run as smoothly
as my Accu-Cut
machine.”
Fenway Floor
Covering
New Rochelle,
New York

Twisted Steel Foot Cable Control
“Accu-Cut has
provided great
support from the
beginning. We’ll
never go back to
cutting on the floor!”
Carpet City
Wisconsin Rapids,
Wisconsin

Our foot cable control is constructed with tightly
twisted steel and then coated in plastic to
provide a longer life expectancy. The cable is
attached directly to the frame of the machine
ensuring ease of access. Applying pressure to
the cable engages the rollers allowing the
operator to start and stop the machine away from
the control panel.
(CAUTION: Other types of foot control devices that
are not connected directly to the frame may not “stop
and start” as precisely as our coated, twisted steel
cable or may become entangled in the machine’s

wheels!)

Enclosed Motor Drives
Conventional motors and gear drives
are positioned inside the frame of the
machine for safety and protection.
Our direct drive system is virtually
maintenance free and will give you
many years of dependable
performance.
(CAUTION: Specialized, exposed
motors mounted on the outside frame of
a machine can be expensive and are
subject to damage if hit with the forklift!)

“We purchased our
Accu-Cut in 1990 and
have been very pleased
with our decision. The
machine works as well
today as it did the day
we took delivery.”
Carpet Coop
Simi Valley, California

Company Owned Delivery Service
“Our Accu-Cut has
saved us countless
hours of labor. The
machine is extremely
accurate and very
simple for one person
to operate.”
Elkhart Carpets
Elkhart, Indiana

We deliver most machines with our own truck and
driver. Our driver will set up the equipment and
provide you with a professional training program
ensuring your warehouse personnel feel
comfortable operating the machine. WE WILL NOT
LEAVE THE MACHINE UNLESS YOU ARE TOTALLY
SATISFIED!
(CAUTION: A machine that is shipped via common
carrier normally arrives crated and is more likely to get
damaged during transportation. Untrained warehouse
personnel could make expensive mistakes with your

carpet and vinyl!)

Ask us for a referral in your area. Join thousands of floor covering dealers
around the world who are saving time, money, manpower and backache
everyday. We welcome you to join the family of happy Accu-Cut owners.

1-800-ACCU-CUT (222-8288)

WWW.ACCU-CUT.COM

